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Abstract
This artefact demonstrates the effects of the seri-
alisation vulnerabilities described in the compan-
ion paper. It is composed of three components:
scripts, including source code, for Java, Ruby and
C# serialisation-vulnerabilities, two case studies
that demonstrate attacks based on the vulnerab-
ilities, and a contracts-based mitigation strategy
for serialisation-based attacks on Java applica-

tions. The artefact allows users to witness how
the serialisation-based vulnerabilities result in be-
havior that can be used in security attacks. It
also supports the repeatability of the case study
experiments and the benchmark for the mitigation
measures proposed in the paper. Instructions for
running the tasks are provided along with a descrip-
tion of the artefact setup.
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13:2 Evil Pickles (Artifact)

1 Scope

The artefact is designed to support repeatability of the experiments of the companion paper.
It has scripts, including sources, for the security vulnerabilities described in the paper for the
programming languages: Java, C# and Ruby, and a case study that demonstrates how the Java
vulnerabilities can be used in attacks on two widely used servers, Jenkins deployed on Tomcat
and JBoss. It also includes a secure drop-in replacement for ObjectInputStream that mitigates
attacks based on the described vulnerabilities and a DaCapo-based[1] benchmark to assess the
overhead of the instrumentation that implements the contracts-based mitigation strategy.

2 Content

The artefact package includes:

Script, ~/evilpickles/run-java.sh, including source code for the Java vulnerabilities (Seri-
alDOS, Pufferfish and Turtles all The Way down) in ~/evilpickles/java
Script, ~/evilpickles/run-dotnet.sh, including source code for the C# vulnerabilities
(SerialDOS, Turtles all The Way Down) in ~/evilpickles/dotnet
Script, ~/evilpickles/run-ruby.sh, including source code for the Ruby vulnerability (Seri-
alDOS) in ~/evilpickles/ruby
JBoss and Jenkins servers for the case study experiments in ~/evilpickles/case-study
Scripts for the case study experiments: ~/evilpickles/case-study/run-jenkins.sh and
~/evilpickles/case-study/run-jboss.sh
Secure replacement for ObjectInputStream that uses contracts-based instrumentation to
mitigate the attacks in ~/evilpickles/mitigation/dyn and script to run the experiment:
~/evilpickles/mitigation/dyn/run-mitigation.sh
DaCapo-based benchmark for the instrumentation that can be executed with the script,
~/evilpickles/mitigation/dyn/dacapo-benchmark.sh
Detailed instructions for using the artefact in ~/evilpickles/instructions.md

To simplify the setup for the experiments, we provide a VirtualBox disk image containing a Linux
distribution fully configured for conducting the experiments. The image contains Ubuntu 16.04.1
server edition along with the source code and the JBoss and Jenkins configured for the case study
experiments.

3 Getting the artifact

The artifact endorsed by the Artifact Evaluation Committee is available free of charge on the
Dagstuhl Research Online Publication Server (DROPS). The latest version of our code is available
on: https://bitbucket.org/jensdietrich/evilpickles

4 Tested platforms

The artefact is known to work on any platform running Oracle VirtualBox version 5
(https://www.virtualbox.org/). The experiments were conducted on a host machine with 8GB
RAM with a processor: Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-6300U CPU @ 2.40GHz

5 License

EPL-1.0 (http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html)
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6 MD5 sum of the artifact

1e7e3686b67256b336dbd24eaa149854

7 Size of the artifact

2.7 GB
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